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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents both conclusion of the research and suggestion. The 

researcher concludes clearly the point of research problems based on the finding. In 

suggestion, the researcher recommends the solution to help teacher maximizes his 

effort to create speaking learning environment. 

A. CONCLUSION 

As the purpose of study, teacher ways in setting up English speaking 

environment was described in previous chapter. The researcher finally 

summarizes it as the following points: 

(1) Employing many kinds of technique in teaching speaking, by following some 

consideration: (a) the media for supporting to create learning environment in 

speaking class there are Camera, Photoshop Program and Text Board. (b) The 

activities for supporting to create learning environment in speaking class there 

are done in classroom and outside classroom, the activity done in classroom 

including practice conversation. The activities done outside classroom including 

drama and organize the board. (2) Clarifying teacher roles; Teacher then needs to 

clarify his roles as the function to facilitate students’ learning environment, 

including: (a) Resource – speaking in target language intensely; (b) Listener – 

limiting teacher’s talk and maximizing students’ talk; (c) Observer – paying 

attention to students’ performance; (d) Instructor – giving clear instruction of 
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how students have to practice; (e) Corrector – giving feedback or correction on 

students’ mistakes; (f) Motivator – giving praise or reward; (g) Organizer – 

making sure every student has opportunities to speak; (h) Prompter – stimulating 

students’ speaking by asking a lot of questions. (4) Enriching physical classroom 

Environment; Teacher only arranges students moving bench to manage physical 

classroom environment. (5) Building social classroom environment. It builds by 

giving students time to work in pair or group which would increase students’ 

interaction, communication, collaboration, self-confidence, choice-making, 

responsibilities, courage, and creativities. 

B. SUGGESTION 

The researcher utters some word as suggestion in order to make this 

Research more beneficial. It is proposed to reader, specifically for: 

1. The institution of Islamic Senior High School Wattanatham Islam Language 

learning environment at school is adequately supported. But it needs more 

improvement especially for English language learner. Students indeed are 

necessary to have a conducive classroom as a regular place. It is hopefully 

able to create classroom environment which creatively rich of learning tool or 

media. 

 

 

 

2. The English teachers 
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English teacher is impressive as for he could create English speaking 

environment and makes creative ways to teach English. It progressively needs 

to increase or to enlarge students’ proficiency especially in speaking skill. 

3. The language learners 

Language learners seem skillful in speaking that they always use it in the 

classroom. They have to maintain it as a habit and to build responsibility, that 

language learners need not only speak the language for purposeful learning 

but also for daily routines and everyday life. 

 


